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The health related opt-out fee waiver is certainly a step in the right direction, along with requiring only one
doctor's note to maintain the fee-waiver status. But I don't think it's necessary that the doctor's note be
notarized since this adds an unnecessary extra step to the process. All healthcare professionals should be able to
vouch for their patient's need to avoid RF. As of now, the only opt-out being offered is a radio-off smart meter
which does not eliminate the health hazard of dirty electricity caused by the switch mode power supply in the
meter. When electrical power lines and wiring contain frequencies other than the normal 60 Hz electrical
current, the additional frequencies piggyback on the electrical wiring to radiate into the living environment.
These frequencies interfere with our bodies' natural frequencies, causing a variety of deleterious effects, from
headaches to cancer. The ANALOG meter for our opt-out would be the appropriate option. A request for opting
out should be final, without requiring annual petitions to maintain opt-out status. And Duke should not be given
the right to discontinue its opt-out program. There should always be a way for people to decline a device that^
exposes them to constant microwave radiation causing irreversible damage to the nervous system, the endocrine
system and the immune system.
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If our home is invaded with threats to our health, welfare and life we have the legal right to use lethal force to
protect ourselves. The NGUC has concluded that it is OK for Duke to invade our homes with radiation that
threatens our health, welfare and life. Historically such governmental disregard for citizen welfare has led to
armed revolution. While this issue of smart meters is unlikely, by itself, to immediately induce insurrection
against governmental and commercial tyraimy, it is one more straw that ads to the accumulating angst and anger
which will eventually boil over. And it is so easily avoidable. Allow those who wish to avoid having their
bodies irradiated, opt out of digital meters ( whether smart or dumb ) and instead utilize analog meters. So duke
will need to manually read some meters. A minor inconvenience compared to their criminally irradiating the
public. Eventually Duke will be successfully sued for its callous disregard for public safety. The judgement will
bankrupt Duke. The NCUC will be held culpable. And it all could have been avoided by common sense and
moral decency. Their is no overriding national emergency that requires smart meters; only commercial greed.
And while the health issue of smart meters is not currently widely understood, after a few years of 5G and the
massive health problems it will create, the danger of smart meters will be obvious to the public. They will
become outraged at the deception of Duke and the complicity of the NCUC. Putting profit before public health
is criminal.
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